SHERQ News

COMMEMORATING
WORLD
ENVIRONMENT
DAY

HOW TO
CONTINUOUSLY
CONNECT WITH

NATURE

...On the 5th of June staff across SEC Workstations dedicated time to appreciate and engage in
environmental action as called upon by the United Nation's key initiative towards encouraging
worldwide awareness and action for environmental protection: THE WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY!

T

he concept of
S u s t a i n a b l e
development is
underpinned by the
integration of three important
spheres:
The Environment, Society and
Economy; where the economy is
sustained by society and society
is sustained by the environment.
Sustainable development
highlights the important fact that
without the environment, there
would be no society and thus
without society, no economy at
all.
Bringing it home:
Without natural resources

Aligning ourselves to
the sustainabilit y concept:
SEC operations can have severe negative impacts on the natural
environment, however as a company that has pledged sustainable energy
production, transmission and distribution; the commitment to and
demonstration of action towards environmental protection cannot be down
played.

needed for power generation (be
it hydro, thermal, solar etc.) and
customers to purchase
generated power, there would be
no business to run. There would
be no SEC!

In alignment with the sustainable development concept; SEC not only acts
responsibly towards the natural environment by preventing, mitigating and/
or responding to negative environmental impacts caused by its activities but
also acts responsibly towards societal communities where SEC operations
are being implemented.
The Company considers financial implications of a displeasing environment
as means of ensuring that energy production meets the current needs of the
organisation without compromising needs of the future generation.

Business as usual?
Business are called to move away from the drive to only consider profit making
in their operations. Sustainable business practises are being encouraged on an
international and local level and SEC has committed herself to such practises as
a shift towards a refreshed business approach.

quote:
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Green your residential area: Do
you like waking up and only seeing
buildings, traffic and likes. How
nice would it be to wake up to a green
environment? Not only will your
atmosphere be less polluted but your
mood will also lighten up before getting
to work. Give it a try
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Eat fresh food: Eating food that is
naturally gown also does wonders
for your health.

was encouraged to be aware of their
natural surroundings and implement
actions to protect the environment. Litter
clean up campaigns were launched across
SEC workstations, a community outreach
reach imitative was implemented at the
Hope House Centre in Manzini and
different workstations held a mini cake and
fruit picnic. Such activities demonstrate the
commendable awareness SEC staff has
towards environmental issues and the
willingness to be agents of change towards
pressing environmental concerns.

Visit Game Reserves: Most of us
have only being to Mlilwane
Wildlife Sanctuary once…during
primary school.

Do more outdoor activities:
Besides jogging, hiking or going
for a walk, take up an outdoor
sporting activity. (Cycling, camping,
Tennis, Soccer, Netball etc.).

A worthwhile
read?
Let’s test

Everyone is encouraged to continuously
connect with nature and reflect on its
importance and value to our lives. Let
taking care of the environment not only
be a World Environment Day initiative,
but a day to day service to the natural
system that actually supports our
richness and wellbeing.

Look deep into nature, and then you will
understand everything better - Albert Einstein
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Observe what's happening
around you: You should be
bothered that more and more
natural set ups are being destroyed and
replaced by buildings. Attend public
meetings for Environmental Impact
Assessments Scoping Sessions and
have a voice to question Swaziland
Environment Authority (SEA) and
Developers as well as disagree with
operations not beneficial to sustainable
development.
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A Call to appreciate what surrounds us:

“
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Go hiking, go for a walk and/ or a
jog: Not only is such an act
beneficial to your health but also to
your knowledge system as you will each
day discover new plants, animals,
routes etc.

Take a drive to the outskirts:
Experience the breeze flowing
while driving, the view of
Swaziland's beautiful landscape and
enjoy the natural set up.

REFRESHING INDEED

This year's World Environment Day theme
was centred on connecting people with
nature.
There's a wise saying “Sometimes the best
way to appreciate something is to be
without it for a while”, a statement very true
to SEC workstations in Mbabane and staff
members residing in the capital city who
had to go through days without water
during the severe drought period last year.
Imagine then if we would one day wake up
and find no water bodies, no mountains, no
trees…no nature at all?
Through the World Environment Day, staff
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1.

What is World Environment Day and how does
SEC fit in with its commemoration?

2.

What Sustainable Business Practises has SEC
adopted?

3.

Why are we being encouraged to connect with
nature?

4.

What does connecting with nature require us to
do?

5.

Please give your own understanding of
sustainable development and its components.

LAST ARTICLE WINNER:
Nokukhanya Mkhonta (3027) – Eluvatsini House
Email your answers to:
contance.vanzuydam@sec.co.sz or nozipho.mziyako@sec.co.sz
NB: Please be reminded to include your email signature in all your correspondence because this will
give us your workstation and contacts. You are also requested to indicate your PF number for
reference purposes.

